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ABSTRACT
S u b s u r face fluid flow plays a significant role in many geologic processes and is increasingly being studied in the scale of sedimentary
basins and geologic time perspective. Many economic resources such as petroleum and mineral deposits are products of basin scale fluid flow
operating over large periods of time. Such ancient flow systems can be studied through analysis of diagenetic alterations and fluid inclusions
to constrain physical and chemical conditions of fluids and rocks during their paleohy d r og e o l ogic evolution. Basin simulation models are use-
ful to complement the paleohy d r og e o l ogic record preserved in the rocks and to derive conceptual models on hydraulic basin evolution and
generation of economic resources. Different types of fluid flow regimes may evo l ve during basin evolution. The most important with respect
to flow rates and capacity for transport of solutes and thermal energy is gr avitational fluid flow driven by the topographic configuration of a
basin. Such flow systems require the basin to be elevated above sea level. Consolidational fluid flow is the principal fluid migration process
in basins below sea level, caused by loading of compressible rocks. Flow rates of such systems are several orders of magnitude below topog-
r a p hy driven flow. Howeve r, consolidation may create significant fluid ove rpressure. Episodic dewatering of ove rpressured compart m e n t s
m ay cause sudden fluid release with elevated flow velocities and may cause a transient local thermal and chemical disequilibrium betwe e n
fluid and rock. This paper gives an ove rv i ew on subsurface fluid flow processes at basin scale and presents examples related to the Pe n e d è s
basin in the central Catalan continental margin including the offshore Barcelona half-graben and the compressive South-Pyrenean basin.
Key wo rd s : Fluid flow. Pa l e o hy d r og e o l og y. Sedimentary basins. Episodic flow. Preferential pathways. Modelling.
RESUMEN
El flujo de fluidos en el interior de la corteza terrestre juega un papel importante en muchos procesos geológicos, lo que ha lleva d o
recientemente a un importante incremento de los estudios sobre la evolución del flujo de fluidos a escala de las cuencas sedimentarias.
Las reservas económicas, tales como petróleo o depósitos minerales, se interpretan como el resultado del flujo de fluidos a escala de
cuenca durante largos periodos de tiempo. Los sistemas de flujo fósiles pueden estudiarse mediante el análisis de las alteraciones dia-
genéticas, de las inclusiones fluidas y de los cementos. Este análisis permite conocer las condiciones físicas y químicas de los fluidos y
de las rocas durante su evolución paleohidrogeológica. Los modelos de simulación a escala de cuenca son utilizados para complemen-
tar el registro preservado en las rocas y para desarrollar modelos conceptuales de la evolución hidráulica de la cuenca y de la genera-
ción de las reservas económicas. Durante la evolución de una cuenca, el régimen de flujo puede evolucionar de un tipo a otro. El régi-
men más importante, en lo que se refiere a velocidad y capacidad de transportar solutos y energía térmica, es el flujo gr av i t a c i o n a l
originado por la topografía, cuyo principal requisito es que existan zonas de la cuenca, o alrededor de ella, con elevaciones por encima
del nivel del mar. Cuando no existe esta condición, el principal régimen de migración de fluidos es el flujo por consolidación. Las ve-
locidades de flujo originadas por este mecanismo son varios órdenes de magnitud inferiores al flujo originado por la topografía, pero a
pesar de ello es capaz de crear sobrepresiones importantes. La pérdida episódica y repentina de agua en estos compartimentos someti-
dod a sobrepresión suele realizarse a velocidad elevada, lo que origina desequilibrios térmicos y químicos, temporales y locales, entre
el fluido y la roca.
El trabajo que se presenta a continuación es una síntesis de los procesos de flujo de fluido en el interior de la corteza terrestre a es-
cala de cuenca y muestra los ejemplos de las cuencas distensivas de los semi-grabens del Penedès y del offshore de Barcelona, y de la
cuenca compresiva sur- p i r e n a i c a .
Pa l ab ras cl a v e : Flujo de fluidos. Pa l e o h i d r og e o l ogía. Cuencas sedimentarias. Flujo episódico. Conductos preferenciales. Modelización.
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I N T RO D U C T I O N
S e d i m e n t a ry basins are sediment-filled depressions in
the upper crust which preserve sufficient permeability to
p e rmit flow of fluids. Many basins accommodate impor-
tant mineral and energy resources, which have been gene-
rated due to fluid flow and fluid interaction with rocks.
S e d i m e n t a ry basins are therefore increasingly being stud-
ied in terms of large scale hy d r og e o l ogic systems acting
over long time spans. The focus of such studies is to charac-
terize the main hy d r o s t r a t i graphic units, to reconstruct the
p a l e o hy d r og e o l ogical evolution and to determine the hy-
d r ogeochemical evolution of fluids within the basin fi l l .
Key information for the paleohy d r og e o l ogical reconstru c-
tion is preserved in the diagenetic evolution of sedimenta-
ry deposits and in the composition of fluid inclusions in
the cements formed in pores and fractures. Therefore, pa-
l e o hy d r og e o l ogic reconstruction requires to consider the
s e d i m e n t o l ogic, tectonic, thermal and hy d r og e o c h e m i c a l
processes. These processes constitute components of a
c o m p l ex feedback system, which transfers and redistribu-
tes mass and thermal energy within a sedimentary basin.
Depending on the type of sedimentary basin, the geome-
t ry, facies evolution and stratigraphic architecture va ry
through time, and different hy d r og e o l ogic regimes may
c o n t r i bute to the transfer of mass and energ y.  As basins
subside, sediments and fluids are buried and heated up
due to heat conduction from the eart h ’s interior and part ly
by heat production in the crust from radioactive decay.
Thus, fluids and rocks experience changing physical and
chemical conditions during sedimentary basin evo l u t i o n ,
l e aving fi n g e rprints in the rocks which can be identifi e d
as a series of superimposed diagenetic alterations. Unfor-
t u n a t e ly, the paleohy d r og e o l ogic record in rocks is not
p r e s e rved as a series of datable and unequivocal products.
I n s t e a d, the record is usually an incomplete set of uncer-
tain information, similar to the stratigraphic record pre-
s e rved in a sedimentary column, which does not represent
a continuous arr ay of time. With increasing timespan re-
presented in a sedimentary column, the hypothesis wh i c h
becomes more probable is that the stratigraphic inform a-
tion preserved therein is incomplete. Similar to erosional
events which reduce stratigraphic completeness of a sedi-
m e n t a ry column, fluid-rock interaction such as mineral
dissolution reduces the completeness of the paleohy d r o-
g e o l ogic record. In addition, diagenetic reactions are not
a lways unequivo c a l ly linked to the corresponding flow
process and not eve ry hy d r og e o l ogic stage leaves a de-
t e c t a ble fi n g e rprint in eve ry part of the deposit. Mineral
precipitation or dissolution can occur without any fluid
f l ow taking place if temperature or pressure conditions in
the rocks change through time.
Changes in physical and chemical conditions during
basin evolution control the interaction between pore flu-
ids and rocks. Sedimentary rocks consolidate and may be
cemented or dissolve d, thereby changing their chemistry,
t exture and ability to transmit fluids, solutes and heat. A t
the same time, fluids change their hydrochemical compo-
sition and may become more diluted or more concentra-
ted. As these fluids change in temperature, they may dis-
s o l ve minerals, which later occasionally precipitate as
ores when mixed with other fluids or if a further change
of temperature occurs. Hydrocarbons generated by or-
ganic matter rich sediments may be transported towa r d s
r e s e rvoir rocks, if physico-chemical conditions and tim-
ing are appropriate. Flow, transport and reaction in the
scale of sedimentary basins are in most cases slow and
steady processes. Howeve r, over the scale of geolog i c
time, its effects are of great importance as they can gene-
rate important resources. The study of fluid flow and the
interaction between fluids and rocks has considerably ad-
vanced due to progress both in simulation techniques and
a n a lytical methods. Pa l e o hy d r og e o l ogic simulation per-
mits to represent flow processes in a simplified way and
to test hypotheses, to derive conceptual models of fluid
f l ow in basins and to make predictions based on geolog i-
cal data of a particular sedimentary basin. An introduc-
tion to mathematical fundamentals of such models is giv-
en by Person et al. (1996). 
C H A R ACTERISTICS OF BASIN FLUIDS
With respect to the origin of basin fluids, Law r e n c e
and Cornford (1995) distinguish between intern a l ly de-
r ived fluids such as formation waters (connate wa t e r s )
and hydrocarbons, and ex t e rn a l ly derived fluids such as
meteoric and metamorphic fluids. Another intern a l
source of fluid is related to clay diagenesis, which may
c o n t r i bute to ove rpressure build-up in subsiding basins
( B e t h ke, 1986). Howeve r, diagenetically released fluid
mass is probably small compared to fluids released by
mechanical sediment compaction. To minor degree, wa t e r
from the underlying basement also contributes to basin
fluids. The different fluids can be detected through their
i n d ividual geochemical signature; howeve r, the signal of
i n d ividual fluid components may be weak depending on
mixing processes. Initial fluid content evo l ves geochemi-
c a l ly due to reactions with adjacent rocks and mix at least
p a rt i a l ly with ex t e rn a l ly derived fluids. As a result, most
basins contain mixtures of different types of fluids, de-
pending on the evolution of basin hy d r o l og y. 
Most sediments initially contain pore fluids wh i c h
c o rrespond to meteoric fluids or marine fluids depending
on the subaquatic environment at the time of deposition.
This connate water is buried with the sediment and can be
i d e n t i fied through its chemical properties. In case of non-
marine sedimentation, initial fluids are derived from me-
teoric waters that enter the eart h ’s crust as rainfall. Its
chemical signature (trace elements and isotopes) allow s
to draw conclusions on the topogr a p hy and climatic situ-
ation of the recharge area. In case of marine deposition,
initial fluids are seawater and its chemical signature al-
l ows to draw conclusions on salinity and degree of eva p o-
ration. 
Mixing of different waters in sedimentary basins ap-
pears to be a principal process which controls the hy d r o-
chemical evolution of basin fluids. Such mixing is ev i d e n t
in the Br-Cl systematics of waters in many sedimentary
basins, which can only be accounted for by mixing of va r-
ious end-member water types (Hanor, 1994). Sodium
chloride is the principal salt in brines. As chloride anions
do not interact in mineral formation or diagenetic
processes, chloride is considered to be a conserva t ive
t r a c e r. The distribution of salinity in sedimentary basins
r eveals therefore important information to constrain
p a l e o hy d r og e o l ogical basin evolution. The observation of
brines at considerable distance from evaporites is a strong
a rgument for the existence of large scale fluid flow taking
place in many basins (Bjørly k ke and Gran, 1994). 
Changes of chemical pore fluid composition due to
fluid rock interaction are controlled by temperature, pres-
sure and chemical composition of the adjacent rocks. If
f l ow is slow, fluids will chemically equilibrate with the
s u rrounding rocks and may cause dissolution or precipi-
tation of minerals. Reactions between fluids and rocks are
evident in the observation that solute content of fluids in-
creases with burial depth and age. The concentration inc-
rease is sometimes almost linear with depth, if eva p o r i t e s
are located at the base of a sedimentary sequence (Dick-
ey, 1979). At depth, basin fluids become high-density
brines with elevated halite concentrations. Such fluids are
f r e q u e n t ly associated with hydrocarbon fluids (Carp e n t e r,
1978). 
Geochemical data indicate that brines are in most cas-
es derived from evaporite pore fluids and from fluid in-
teraction with enclosing sedimentary rocks. Salinity gr a-
dients of North Sea formation waters show a clear
coincidence with the presence of evaporites in the basin.
Based on this observation, Bjørly k ke and Gran (1994)
suggest that most brines are derived from meteoric wa t e r
interacting with salt formations. Gravitational settling of
ions has been discarded as a possible source of brines. Ul-
t r a filtration through shales acting as semiperm e a bl e
membranes is capable of changing solute concentration
and might account for some of the increasing salinity with
depth (Neglia, 1978), howeve r, the importance of this
process remains uncertain. On the other hand, ex p e r i-
ments have shown that ultrafiltration through low perm e-
a ble shales affects the isotopic composition (Coplen and
H a n s h aw, 1973).
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4H Y D R AULIC PRO P E RTIES OF SEDIMENTA RY
BA S I N S
L a rge-scale fluid migration is caused by gr av i t a t i o n a l
f l ow due to infiltration of meteoric fluids in topogr a p h i-
c a l ly elevated areas and fluid discharge in areas of lowe r
t o p ographic elevation. Another process creating hy d r a u l i c
gradients is the consolidation of the sediment. To a lesser
extent, thermal convection also may contribute to fluid
f l ow. Dissipation of hydraulic gradients and the corr e s-
ponding fluid flow are controlled by the hydraulic prop-
e rties of the basin fill. The main controlling rock proper-
ties are hydraulic conductivity and the specific storage.
Porosity and curvature of the flow path within the pores
as expressed by the tortuosity of the pores play signifi c a n t
roles in solute transport. Hydraulic conductivity as well as
s p e c i fic storage are closely linked to porosity (see A p-
pendix). 
H e t e r oge n e i t y
At the scale of sedimentary basins, the heterog e n e i t y
of rocks is a controlling factor for the distribution of flu-
id pressure and flow rates. Heterogeneity is primarily cre-
ated from the sedimentation process, which provides a
more or less complex distribution of sedimentary fa c i e s
d e t e rmined by various geological conditions. As a result,
hydraulic properties in a sedimentary basin are heterog e-
n e o u s ly distributed with high perm e a bl e / l ow compress-
i ble materials at the basin margins and low
p e rm e a ble/high compressible materials in the basin cen-
tre, as a general rule. Heterogeneity is a scale dependent
p r o p e rt y. At a microscopic scale only pores and grains ex-
ist with an elevated degree of heterog e n e i t y. At  a larg e r
scale the statistical distribution of individual pore geome-
tries and pore connectivity permits to consider the rock as
a homogeneous porous medium with hydraulic propert i e s
representing a statistical average of the considered rock
volume. Thus, heterogeneity needs to refer to an observa-
tional scale. This effect is commonly acknowledged in
a n a lysing dispersive solute transport and needs to be
t a ken into account for hydraulic conductivity as well. 
A n i s o t ro p y
A n i s o t r o py of hydraulic properties such as hy d r a u l i c
c o n d u c t ivity implies that such properties have diff e r e n t
magnitude with respect to the orientation of flow within a
rock volume. This is mainly caused by the geometry and
c o n n e c t ivity of the pore space. Pore connectivity is usually
e l evated in the bed plane, and hydraulic conductivities may
be considerably elevated in the bed plane. Whereas coarse
gr a i n e d, well sorted and well rounded sediments tend to
h ave a low anisotropy, fine grained sediments may ex h i b i t
i m p o rtant anisotropy due to the microscopic parallel
a rrangement of clay aggr egates. A n i s o t r o py is often related
to the sedimentation process that created the deposit. In
case of hydraulic conductiv i t y, the main direction imposed
by the sedimentation process often determines the direction
of maximum hydraulic conductiv i t y. For instance, carbon-
ate reefs may have increased hydraulic conductivity in the
ve rtical direction, and reefs may therefore act as vents for
pore water (Chapman, 1987). Fractures, cleavage and fa u l t
systems can also provide anisotropy. Va r i ograms have been
s u c c e s s f u l ly applied as a measure of spatial variability of
hydraulic parameters (deMarsily, 1986).
H y d ro s t ra t i g r aphic units
In order to facilitate the paleohy d r og e o l ogical recon-
s t ruction of a sedimentary basin, the basin fill is usually
d ivided into hy d r o s t r a t i graphic units. These units are de-
fined by their hydraulic properties such as hydraulic con-
d u c t iv i t y, compressibility, grade of heterog e n e i t y,
a n i s o t r o py and degree of lateral continuity. Some of these
p r o p e rties va ry through geologic time, as for ex a m p l e
consolidation reduces pore space, elastic properties and
hydraulic conductiv i t y. Fracturing due to tectonic
processes may also create important changes in hy d r a u l i c
p r o p e rties during basin evolution. Such changes of hy-
draulic properties make definition of hy d r o s t r a t i gr a p h i c
units a difficult task in paleohy d r og e o l ogic modelling.
The purpose of distinguishing hy d r o s t r a t i graphic units is
to represent hy d r a u l i c a l ly similar responding rock units
within a hy d r og e o l ogic model. Model discretization
should therefore take into account the definition of hy-
d r o s t r a t i graphic units.
FLUID MOVING PRO C E S S E S
Three principal processes causing fluid flow at basin
scale are discussed here: topogr a p hy driven fluid flow,
consolidational fluid flow and thermal conve c t i o n .
To p og ra p h y driven fluid f l ow
G r avitational flow due to topographic gradients is the
most important fluid migration process in a basin. Mete-
oric fluids enter a sedimentary basin through rainfall and
f l ow as gr o u n d water at shallow depth in local or reg i o n a l
aquifers. Howeve r, depending on the hy d r o s t r a t i gr a p h i c
c o n figuration of the basin, meteoric fluids also migr a t e
into deeper units of the basin. Fluid discharge is usually
located at low topographic elevations, where fluids mi-
grating through the basin return to surface flow systems
such as rivers and lakes. Two conditions must be satisfi e d
to allow topogr a p hy driven flow: 1) the basin needs at
least to be part i a l ly elevated above sea level, and 2) the
f l ow system requires recharge by meteoric waters. T h e s e
conditions can be fulfilled in compressive settings as we l l
as in distensive settings. The persistence and intensity of
t o p ogr a p hy driven flow systems is larg e ly controlled by
g e ographic and climatic conditions.
Changes in topographic elevation due to erosion or
tectonic processes also affect evolution of flow systems
at basin scale. Uplift may cause underpressure in larg e
p o rtions of a basin if a regional aquifer exists at depth
which discharges at a low topographic elevation. Such
u n d e rpressuring occurs in the north-alpine foreland
basin, where jurassic carbonates provide a deep reg i o n-
al aquifer which discharges towards the Danube rive r.
The ove r lying hy d r o s t r a t i graphic units of the foreland
basin discharge into the regional aquifer (Lemcke and
Tunn, 1956), thus presenting a situation of underp r e s-
suring, whereas the ove rt h rusted zones of the foreland
still exhibit residual ove rpressures due to previous tec-
tonic loading, involving a consolidation related fluid ex-
pulsion. A similar situation of underpressuring is ob-
s e rved in the Southwest A l b e rta basin (Bachu and
Underschultz, 1995).
Sea level falls can initiate topogr a p hy driven fluid
f l ow by exposing parts of a basin above sea level. In this
case, topogr a p hy driven flow takes place in parts of the
basin which were prev i o u s ly submerged below sea leve l .
An important consequence of sea level changes is that
meteoric water may intrude into deeper parts of a sedi-
m e n t a ry basin and cause fluid mixing and diagenetic re-
actions (Bethke et al., 1988; Bitzer, 1999). The Messinian
sea level fall in the Mediterranean may have caused such
a flushing of aquifers at depth with important conse-
quences for generation of hydrocarbon reservo i r s .
Solute and heat tr a n s p o r t
The capacity to transport solutes and heat by topogr a-
p hy driven flow is only limited by the extent of meteoric
fluid recharge and the persistence of such flow systems.
I n filtrating meteoric fluids have an initially low solute
content and low temperature. As they infiltrate into deep-
er parts of a basin, fluid temperature equilibrates with ad-
jacent rock temperature. This results in an increase of flu-
id temperature and decrease of rock temperature. Towa r d s
the discharge area, fluids ascend and cool down. Corr e s-
p o n d i n g ly, a thermal anomaly is caused in the rocks by
the redistribution of thermal energy from descending or
ascending fluids. Bodri and Rybach (1998) analysed heat
f l ow in a topogr a p hy - d r iven flow system in the Swiss
Alps and demonstrated that heat flow in fluid discharg e
zones in va l l ey bottoms is elevated by a factor up to 1.8.
C o rr e s p o n d i n g ly, heat flow in the recharge zones is re-
duced. At a larger scale, the redistribution of fluids bears
i m p o rtant consequences on the formation of ore deposits
as well as energy resources. In a theoretical study, Gaye r
et al. (1998) demonstrated  that transport of thermal ener-
gy due to topogr a p hy driven flow took place after the cli-
max of the Variscan orog e ny. The assumed confi g u r a t i o n
of the flow system causes the observed asymmetric dis-
t r i bution of coal rank in the South Wales foreland basin
with elevated coal ranks at the presumed discharge loca-
tion of the flow system. 
T h e rmal springs are frequently related to topogr a p hy
d r iven flow systems. In many cases tectonic stru c t u r e s
p l ay an important role through the creation of preferential
p a t h ways such as fractures or faults. Tectonic activity may
also initiate topogr a p hy driven flow due to tectonic subsi-
dence or uplift of parts of a basin. As shown by Fe rn á n-
dez and Banda (1990) for the Neogene Va l l è s - Pe n e d è s
graben in Catalonia, elevated heat flow is not necessarily
related to increased internal heat production through
magmatic processes or otherwise release of crustal hot
fluids. Here, the bounding faults provide a flow chan-
nelling and serve as preferential pathways for deeply in-
filtrating meteoric water from adjacent horsts. Local dis-
c h a rge of such fluids cause elevated heat flow rates at the
graben boundaries. Flow and heat redistribution can ex-
hibit complex patterns depending on the heterogeneity of
the basin fill, location of conducting layers, preferential
p a t h ways and its topographic configuration as shown by
Clauser (1989) for the Rhine graben. There, meteoric flu-
ids from the eastern horst block of the graben redistribu t e
heat along basal regional aquifers towards the we s t e rn
p a rt of the basin, where elevated thermal gradients occur
due to fluid flow and adve c t ive transport along hy d r a u l i c
conducting fa u l t s .
Solute concentration tends to increase with depth, and
mineralization can occasionally take place from the cool-
ing of such fluids towards discharge areas (Garve n ,
1995). Wa rm brines have moved over hundreds of kilo-
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metres in the North American continent, generating bari-
um, zinc and lead mineralizations of the Mississippi va l-
l ey type (MVT). These ores are thought to have form e d
from brines at temperatures between 75º and 150ºC
( B e t h ke et al., 1988). Heat transport required to generate
these deposits is most like ly to be caused by topogr a p hy
d r iven flow created by tectonic uplifting. Deming and
Nunn (1991) pointed out that topogr a p hy driven flow may
also be efficient for transporting solutes through the
basin, however the flow system is bound to a flushing of
the basin, as brines are replaced by cool meteoric wa t e r s
with low solute concentrations. Deming and Nunn (1991)
conclude that the necessity of elevated heat flow by
t o p ogr a p hy driven advection and the presence of brines
are incompatible. The origin of hot brines that have
f o rmed MVT deposits is therefore difficult to ex p l a i n
with topogr a p hy driven flow ex c l u s ive ly. Flow rates re-
quired to create elevated heat flow at the basin edges flush
at the same time the solutes out of the basin, even if a
solute source is assumed within the rock. 
Petroleum resources are also affected by topogr a-
p hy driven flow. Such flow systems can be detected in
the inclination of the contact zone between oil and for-
mation waters in reservoirs. Hydrocarbons may be
forced by topogr a p hy driven flow to migrate towa r d s
hydraulic traps. Howeve r, a frequent result of topogr a-
p hy driven flow is the flushing of hydrocarbon reser-
voirs or the biodegradation of hydrocarbons under the
influence of meteoric waters, as for example observe d
in the nort h e rn Alpine foreland basin (Lemcke and
Tunn, 1956).
Consolidational f l ow
Compaction or consolidation related fluid flow is
s everal orders of magnitude less important than topo-
gr a p hy driven flow with respect to flow velocities and
t r a n s p o rt capacity. The principal difference to topogr a-
p hy driven flow is the absence of an ex t e rnal fluid
r e c h a rge, causing a closed system. While the amount of
fluids invo l ved in topogr a p hy driven flow is only limit-
ed by the amount of meteoric recharge, fluid transport
due to sediment consolidation is determined by the
amount of fluid that is initially contained within the
pores. Tr a n s p o rt capacity is therefore low compared to
t o p ogr a p hy driven flow. Consolidation driven fluid flow
is induced by loading of compressible and hy d r a u l i c
conducting rocks due to continued sedimentation or tec-
tonic processes and results in the expulsion of interstitial
pore fluids. As this process requires continued loading,
it is restricted to the subsidence and filling stage of a
s e d i m e n t a ry basin. In compressive sedimentary basins,
t h rust sheet emplacement may move tectonic brines
from deeper parts of the thrusted sedimentary pile along
c o n d u c t ive faults (Olive r, 1986). In this case the load of
t h rust sheets and the lateral compression of the basin
cause a fluid expulsion which is essentially a consolida-
tional flow (Bitzer et al., 1998). 
As shown by Einsele (1977) and Bonham (1980),
mass flux and velocity of consolidational fluid flow
systems is limited, as long as no flow channelling along
preferential pathways occurs. Maximum consolidation-
al flow velocities are usually less than or in the order of
the sedimentation rate. Therefore, adve c t ive transport is
l ow and diff u s ive transport plays a major role. As con-
solidational flow is related to the basin filling, it is ca-
p a ble of moving solutes at early stages of basin evo l u-
tion, as has been reported in the South Pyrenean A i n s a
basin (Tr avé et al., 1997). In the absence of topogr a p hy
d r iven flow, sediment consolidation generates a more or
less ve rtical fluid transfer through the consolidating
sediment pile. In case of subaerial deposition and suffi-
cient topographic gradients, consolidational flow will
interfere with topogr a p hy driven flow, and topogr a p hy
d r iven flow events will usually result in freshwa t e r
flushing in some parts of the basin (Wilson et al., 1999,
B i t z e r, 1999).
Reduction of lithostatic load due to erosion of a low
p e rm e a ble sediment pile may create an elastic dilatation
of rock-pore volumes and cause underpressuring. A re-
cent example has been reported from mesozoic shales
from the We l l e n b e rg site at Lake Lucerne in Switzerland,
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Figure 1. Consolidational fluid flow in a growing sediment column. Sedimentation rate 1m/1000 y, initial porosity 65%, initial hy-
draulic conductivity 10-6 m/s, initial specific storage 10 -1.5 m-1, basal heatflow 1.5 hfu, initial concentration of layer at 4 km: 100, lon-
gitudinal dispersivity 400 m, diffusion coefficient 10-10 m2/s.
Figura 1. Flujo por consolidación en una columna creciente de sedimento. La velocidad de sedimentación es de 1 m/1,000 años, la po-
rosidad inicial es de 65%, la conductividad hidráulica inicial es de 10-6 m/s, el almacenamiento específico inicial es de 10-1.5 m-1, el
flujo de calor basal es de 1.5 hfu, la concentración inicial en la capa situada a 4 km es de 100, la dispersividad longitudinal 400 m y
10-10 m2/s el coeficiente de difusión.
where fluid underpressuring in rocks may be related to a
rapid load reduction by glacier melting (Gautschi, pers.
communication). Corbet and Bethke (1992) and Pa r k s
and Tóth (1995) give examples of underpressuring in low
p e rm e a ble rocks in sedimentary basins due to erosional
decompression of rocks.
Because of the limited transport capacity of consoli-
dation driven flow, mineral resources are usually not re-
lated to this type of flow. Howeve r, sediment compaction
has been suggested as a contributing agent for secondary
oil migration. Consolidation driven flow can explain only
local features involving limited fluid volumes and cannot
explain commonly occurring diagenetic features (Bjør-
ly k ke and Gran, 1994). 
One-dimensional consolidation 
A numerical experiment demonstrating the effects of
consolidational fluid flow and its capacity to transport
solutes and heat is shown in figure 1. In this one-dimen-
sional numerical simulation, consolidation of a compact-
ing sedimentary sequence is calculated, coupling defor-
mation and related fluid expulsion. This is achieved by
coupling the consolidation equation with the nonlinear
f o rm of the equation of state for porosity (DeMarsily,
1986) and by taking into account the change of hy d r a u l i c
p r o p e rties during consolidation (Bitzer, 1996, 1999) us-
ing the Ko z e ny - C a rman equation (eq. 7 in A p p e n d i x ) .
The sample experiment assumes a gr owing column of
sediment with an initial porosity of 65%, an initial hy-
draulic conductivity of 10- 6 m/s, an initial specific storage
of  10- 1 . 5 m- 1 and a sedimentation rate of 1m/1,000y. T h e
simulation covers a timespan of 20 My. In order to
demonstrate the solute transport capacity of consolida-
tional flow, a hypothetic conserva t ive tracer is placed in
the initial pore fluid of a layer deposited at 10 My. Fi g u r e
1 shows that the sedimentary column reaches a length of
about 8 km after 20 My with minimum porosities at the
base approaching 5%. Hydraulic conductivities and spe-
c i fic storage decrease with progressing consolidation.
Hydraulic head corresponds to fluid ove rpressure. T h e
l ow values indicate that the sediment column has almost
reached compaction equilibrium. Distribution of flow ve-
locities show values approaching zero towards the base of
the column, and maximum values of about 1 m/1,000 y in
the upper part of the column, with neg l i g i ble numerical
e rror due to the moving boundary and the numerical time
stepping scheme. This value corresponds well with the
sedimentation rate and confi rms the conclusion derive d
by Einsele (1977) and Bonham (1980), that fluid flow in
the upper part of a compacting sediment column may ap-
p r oximate the sedimentation rate, if the column is suffi-
c i e n t ly thick. The temperature distribution in the column
for adve c t ive transport and for heat conduction are almost
identical, which reflects the predominance of conductive
heat transfer over advection. Heat advection from consol-
idational fluid flow increases slightly temperatures at the
base of the consolidating column in the order of a few de-
grees C. Solute transport, howeve r, shows a more pro-
nounced impact of advection related to consolidational
fluid flow. Solutes are transported upward in the order of
s everal hundreds of meters. Fluids in a compacting sedi-
ment column must therefore be seen as mixtures of fluids
which have been expelled from levels below. T h ey do not
represent the original pore fluid initially contained in the
c o rresponding rock vo l u m e .
Thermal conv e c t i o n
T h e rmal convection arises from inverse density gr a d i-
ents. At increasing temperature, fluid density decreases
and may reach a critical condition which defines the on-
set of thermal fluid migration. This critical condition is
expressed by the Rayleigh number R. T h e rmal conve c t i o n
s t a rts at Rayleigh numbers of R= 40 or values above .
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Figure 2. Map of the central part of the Catalan continental
margin with location of the simulated cross sections analysed
(Figs. 3 and 4).
Figura 2. Esquema geológico del sector central del margen con-
tinental catalán con la situación de los dos cortes geológicos
modelizados que se muestran en las figuras 3 y 4.
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Thick and perm e a ble layers allow more easily the onset of
t h e rmal convection. Howeve r, the heterogeneity of sedi-
m e n t a ry basins tends to suppress the generation of larg e
c o nvection cells. 
As solute concentrations increase with depth, the in-
verse density gradient from increased temperatures at
depth is usually more than counteracted by the density in-
crease from elevated solute concentrations with depth. A
salinity increase in the order of 25 mg/l /km is suffi c i e n t
to remove the reverse density gradient created by the ther-
mal expansion of water (Bjørly k ke et al., 1988). Conve c-
tion due to high densities at shallow depth, for ex a m p l e
around salt layers or salt domes, may also cause fluid
f l ow; howeve r, salinity stratification around salt domes in
Louisiana shows that convection is ve ry slow (Ran-
ganathan and Hanor, 1988), and a density ove rt u rn does
not take place for a long time. Convection cells do not de-
velop if ove rpressure causes forced fluid flow which is
stronger than the forces which drive thermal conve c t i o n
( B j ø r ly k ke and Gran, 1994).
T h e rmal convection can drive fluid flow and transport
of solutes, involving a circular flow pattern with rising
fluids at elevated temperatures on one side of the conve c-
tion cell and cooled fluids moving down on the other side.
It is restricted to locations with elevated thermal gr a d i e n t s
and suffi c i e n t ly thick aquifers. It may produce import a n t
fluid rock interaction due to the elevated mass transport
and rapidly changing physical and chemical conditions of
the fluids along their paths. Mineralization around plu-
tons is considered as a result of thermal conve c t i o n
around a cooling intrusion (Fe rry and Gerdes, 1998).
Such recent flow systems have been studied at the
Wa i r a kei (New Zealand) geothermal fields, which are
caused by a shallow magmatic intrusion (Simmons et al.,
1992). The observation of layerwise distribution of saline
fluids in many sedimentary basins indicates that such cir-
culation patterns are more like ly to be local phenomena
not operating at basin scale (Bjørly k ke et al., 1988), eve n
if the basin fill includes high perm e a ble units. Eleva t e d
heat flow may occur during tectonic subsidence of sedi-
m e n t a ry basins. As hydraulic gradients either from topo-
gr a p hy or from consolidation tend to inhibit thermal con-
vection, such circulation patterns are restricted to
situations, where consolidational or topogr a p hy drive n
fluid flow can be neg l e c t e d .
FLUID FLOW IN DIFFERENT BASIN SETTINGS
S e d i m e n t a ry basins develop different flow systems
depending on their structural setting. Three diff e r e n t
types of basins are discussed here: continental rift basins
with predominantly topogr a p hy driven fluid flow, marine
rift systems with consolidational fluid flow, and thru s t
systems with consolidational fluid expulsion due to
t h ru s t i n g .
Continental rift basins
To p ogr a p hy driven fluid flow commonly occurs in
continental rift basins, which extend up to several hun-
dreds of kilometers length and width of tens of kilome-
ters. The hydraulic regime of such basins is larg e ly con-
trolled by their tectonic evolution and topogr a p h i c
c o n figuration. As sedimentation in rift basins often
s t a rts with coarse grained material covering large part s
of the evolving basin, such basins are like ly to deve l o p
deep regional basal aquifers, capable of redistribu t i n g
f l u i d, solutes and heat. Ty p i c a l ly, topogr a p hy - d r ive n
f l ow develops due to basin subsidence and uplift of its
shoulders. The bounding normal faults and fracture
zones and the more perm e a ble sediments at the basin
edges facilitate infiltration of meteoric fluids, while the
finer and less perm e a ble sediments in the central part s
reduce flow rates. At later stages, parts of the basin may
be controlled by lacustrine or marine conditions and
t o p ogr a p hy driven flow is replaced by consolidation as
the principal mechanism of fluid migration. When sub-
sidence slows down and erosion of rift shoulders con-
tinues, topographic gradients decrease, and in the ab-
sence of topogr a p hy driven flow, thermal drive n
c o nvection cells may locally develop, especially in
coarse and perm e a ble units close to the bounding fa u l t s .
Post-rift sediments may later cover syn-rift sediments,
p r oviding hy d r og e o l ogic systems gove rned by consoli-
dational flow. Depending on sedimentation history, re-
gional aquifers may develop during this stage which ad-
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Figure 4. Consolidation-driven flow field in the simulated section of the Barcelona half-graben with well BC-1. Simplified cross
section (A). Calculated hydraulic conductivity (B). Hydraulic potencial and flow field (C). Flow velocity (D). 
Figura 4. Flujo por consolidación en la sección simulada del semigraben de Barcelona con indicación del sondeo BC-1. Corte
geológico simplificado (A). Distribución de la conductividad hidráulica (B). Potencial hidráulico y campo de flujo (C). Velocidad de
flujo (D).
d i t i o n a l ly redistribute fluids. Rift basins are often
s t r o n g ly asymmetric with respect to their length axis,
which is reflected in topogr a p hy as well as in facies dis-
t r i bution. The more subsiding side is therefore like ly to
d evelop elevated hydraulic gradients. Depending on the
c o n figuration of the hy d r o s t r a t i graphic units of a basin
and its topographic elevation, fluid discharge may be
located on the less subsiding part, providing geotherm a l
anomalies as described for the Rhine-graben (Clauser,
1 9 8 9 ) .
To p ogr a p hy driven flow has been proposed by Tr av é
et al. (1998) and Tr avé and Calvet (in press) to ex p l a i n
diagenetic processes taking place in the Va l l è s - Pe n e d è s
h a l f - graben, a continental rift basin in the Catalan
Coastal Range (Fig. 2). Different evo l u t i o n a ry steps of
the flow field during the neogene rifting process have
been identified by Tr avé et al. (1998) based on geo-
chemical and isotopical analyses of fracture cements
and host rocks. Fluid flow through the basin fill has
been simulated using a simplified cross section of the
basin (Fig. 3a). The location of the simulated cross sec-
tion presented here is shown on figure 2. The basin is
asymmetric and bounded by normal faults. The thick-
ness of the basin fill reaches up to 2,500 m of cenozoic
sediments at its NW boundary and about 1,000 m at its
SE boundary. The principal fluid recharge area is locat-
ed in paleozoic to cenozoic rocks at the NW boundary at
e l evations up to 450 m. The Garraf horst with mesozoic
carbonates forms the SE boundary and provides minor
t o p ogr a p hy driven flow due to its lower topographic el-
evation. Fluid discharge is located in the central parts of
the basin with low topographic elevation. The distribu-
tion of hydraulic conductivity (Fig 3b) has been ex t r a-
polated from the sediment facies and includes a perm e-
a ble basal unit and several perm e a ble units at the NW
b o u n d a ry of the basin formed by Burdigalian (lowe r
Miocene) to Serr avalian (middle Miocene) conglome-
rates. The central part of the basin is formed by less per-
m e a ble units. A principal objective of the simulation
model is to evaluate the influence of the bounding fa u l t s
on the basin hy d r o l og y. The faults are incorporated as
zones of elevated hydraulic conductiv i t y. The resulting
f l ow system (Fig. 3c) corresponding to upper Miocene
time demonstrates meteoric fluid infiltration on the NW
b o u n d a ry into the deeper units constituted by basal con-
glomerates that act as a regional aquifer. Fluids from the
NW boundary flow towards the SE boundary and ascend
along the bounding fault. Calculated maximum flow ve-
locities (Fig. 3d) are in the order of hundreds of m/y
with maximum velocities close to the NW boundary due
to elevated topographic gradients and high perm e a bl e
conglomerates at shallow depth. Flow in the central
p a rts of the simulated cross section is reduced due to the
presence of low perm e a ble shales. The basal conglomera-
tes, which may represent a regional aquifer, deve l o p
maximum flow velocities in the order of several m/y. A t
the SE boundary, fluids from the opposite boundary mix
with meteoric fluids from the Garraf horst. Such a flow
system is responsible of upper Miocene dolomitization
of siliciclastic rocks cropping out in this area (Calvet et
al., in press). 
Marine rift basins 
If marine conditions prevail, consolidational fluid
f l ow is the principal process in fluid flow and adve c t ive
t r a n s p o rt of solutes and energ y. Such conditions occur in
p a s s ive margin basins and associated rift basins. T h e
Barcelona half-graben is presented here as an example of
consolidational fluid flow. The simulated section has been
adapted from Bartrina et al. (1992) (Fig. 2). Sedimenta-
tion in the Barcelona half-graben was mainly under ma-
rine conditions except for the lowe rmost units. T h e
g e o m e t ry of the basin is similar to the Va l l è s - Pe n e d è s
h a l f - graben that was formed in the same tectonic contex t .
The Barcelona half-graben is asymmetric with up to 6 km
thick sequence of cenozoic sediments at the NW boun-
d a ry, represented by a listric fault (Fig. 4). Thickness of
cenozoic sediments decrease to 3 km towards SE. Meso-
zoic carbonates represent the lowe rmost unit of the simu-
lated section. Coarse grained sediments with elevated hy-
draulic conductivities are deposited close to the bounding
fault, interfingered with fi n e - grained and less perm e a bl e
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Figure 5. Emplacement of a moving thrust-sheet over an au-
tochthonous foredeep sedimentary basin infill and related ma-
ximum loading zone moving with the thrust front.
Figura 5. Emplazamiento progr e s ivo de un cabalgamiento sobre una
cuenca sedimentaria autóctona mostrando la migración de la zona de
c a rga máxima durante el movimiento del frente de cabalga m i e n t o .
deposits towards the SE. Upper Miocene deposits are en-
t i r e ly marine. An important feature of the cross section is
the Messinian discontinuity between the upper Miocene
and the Pliocene to Quatern a ry deposits (Fig. 4a). T h e
Messinian discontinuity represents a sharp sea level fa l l
in the Mediterranean Sea, allowing topogr a p hy drive n
f l ow to occur in the basin. Pliocene to Quatern a ry de-
posits above the discontinuity reach thicknesses of up to
1,500 m and cause consolidational fluid flow. The com-
paction equilibrium is probably not yet reached in all
p a rts of the basin. A paleohy d r og e o l ogic simulation of the
basin has been performed in order to characterize fluid
f l ow, ove rpressures and the thermal history during basin
evolution (Bitzer, 1997). Figure 4 shows the assumed dis-
t r i bution of hydraulic parameters (Fig. 4b) and the simu-
lated consolidational flow pattern for the present situation
( Fig. 4c). The simulated flow field is characterized by two
interacting systems. In the we s t e rn side, the circulation
p a t t e rn is dominated by consolidation induced fluid ex-
pulsion due to the elevated Pliocene to Quatern a ry sedi-
mentation rates, resulting in a fluid flow towards east. On
the eastern side of the simulated section, high sedimenta-
tion rates in conjunction with low perm e a ble sediments
lead to ove rpressures up to 400 m and to a fluid ex p u l s i o n
t owards west. Both systems meet in the central part ,
where the Messinian paleo-relief is covered by Pliocene
and Quatern a ry sediments with reduced thickness. T h e
h o r s t - l i ke structure at well BC-1 represents therefore a
hydraulic trap with elevated flow velocities (Fig. 4d).
Heat advection is neg l i g i ble due to the reduced flow rates.
While some of the model assumptions are uncertain, the
parameters used in the simulation model have shown to
coincide with data derived from well logs (Negredo et al.,
1994, Bitzer, 1997).
Thrust systems
Fluid flow in thrust systems may invo l ve topogr a p hy dri-
ven flow, if parts of the thrust are located above sea leve l .
Consolidational driven flow may result from the load of
the advancing nappes and to some degree from the lateral
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Figure 6. Simulated flow field and fluid pressure distribution due to a moving maximum loading zone at the thrust front.
Figura 6. Campo de flujo y distribución de la presión de fluido originada por el movimiento de la zona de carga máxima en el frente
de cabalgamiento durante el emplazamiento de un manto.
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compression. Oliver (1986) proposed that fluids may be
mobilised from thrusting, migrating over large distances
along thrust planes as preferential pathways. He suggested
that such fluids fi n a l ly move into foreland basins wh e r e
t h ey may contribute to the formation of mineral resources.
While this concept is appealing, modelling of fluid flow
and heat transport in a thrust belt performed by Deming et
al. (1990) demonstrated that flow velocities are in the or-
der of centimetres per year and thermal anomalies in the
order of 5ºC. This is insufficient to contribute to signifi-
cant mass and energy transfer. Bethke and Marshak (1990)
also state that fluid expulsion in conve rgent margins is fa r
too low to produce efficient adve c t ive heat transport. T h e
hypothesis of Oliver (1986) therefore requires comple-
m e n t a ry assumptions like extreme flow channelling and
episodic dewatering. Such flow channelling along a basal
r egional aquifer and fast consolidational fluid ex p u l s i o n
from a fast moving thrust may cause slight changes (Dem-
ing et al., 1990, Bitzer et al., 1998), however thermal ef-
fects still remain orders of magnitude below those caused
by topogr a p hy driven flow.
Fluid flow during thrusting depends to a large ex t e n t
on the velocity of the thrust and its hydraulic propert i e s
(Bitzer et al., 1998). As the thrust moves upon a non-mov-
ing block, fluid expulsion results from a continuously
m oving loading zone represented by the thrust front. T h i s
point of maximum loading (Fig. 5) controls the consoli-
dational fluid expulsion. Assuming that the thrust has a
h o m ogeneous thickness, the loading pulse is located at
the thrust front, i.e. the position of the thrust front repre-
sents the location of maximum loading. The resulting
f l ow field and pressure distribution depends strongly on
the existence of preferential pathways, the permeability of
the nappe and basin heterogeneity (Bitzer et al., 1996). In
the example given here, the thrust zone is assumed to be
a preferential pathway, which drains fluids expelled dur-
ing thrust emplacement. As a result, maximum consolida-
tional pressure is located below the thrust front. Fluid
f l ow is directed into the reverse direction of thrust move-
ment in some portions of the ove rt h rusted basin (Fig. 6).
In case the thrust plane does not represent a preferential
p a t h way, ove rpressures accumulate from previous stages
of thrusting, and maximum ove rpressures are located in
the prev i o u s ly ove rt h rusted parts of the basin (Bitzer et
al., 1998).
S H O RT TERMED FLOW EVENTS
Fluid flow in sedimentary basins is not necessarily al-
ways a continuous and steady process. Short term e d
Figure 7. Increase of fluid pressure (pf) necessary to create rock
failure.
Figura 7. Incremento de la presión de fluido (pf) necesario pa-
ra fracturar la roca.
episodic fluid flow events along preferential pathway s
such as faults or fracture zones are increasingly being
studied as efficient processes in the generation of miner-
al deposits. Effects of episodic dewatering and seismicity
induced fluid flow are presented here.
Episodic dew a t e r i n g
Hydrofractures in rocks indicate temporal ex i s t e n c e
of fluid ove rpressures capable of causing ruptural defor-
mation at a given stress regime (Wang and Xie, 1998; Sib-
son, 1981). A possible source of such ove rpressures is
sediment consolidation. Howeve r, hydrofracturing has
been observed at shallow depth, where consolidation de-
r ived ove rpressures would not be expected from the hy-
draulic properties of sediments at shallow depth. A n
episodic fluid release from a deep-seated source might
account for temporarily elevated fluid pressures at shal-
l ower depth. Such a process might be initiated by a spon-
taneous opening of a fault or fracture zone with eleva t e d
hydraulic conductiv i t y, connecting an ove rpressured com-
p a rtment at depth with a low pressure hy d r o s t r a t i gr a p h i c
unit at shallower depth (Fig. 7). A rapid fluid ex p u l s i o n
would have several effects: a) it could locally and tem-
p o r a r i ly create a pronounced thermal disequilibrium be-
t ween fluid and rock; b) it could move fluids into a geo-
c h e m i c a l ly different environment; c) it might invo l ve
mixing of different fluids; d) it would cause a pressure
drop within the ove rpressured compartment at depth and
e) it will create a pressure increase in the ove r lying units.
These units could suffer hydrofracturing due to increased
fluid pressure and because of reduced s3 (lithostatic load)
at shallower depth (Phillips, 1972). A moderate increase
in fluid pressure can therefore be sufficient to initiate hy-
drofracturing at shallow depth.
The assumption of chemical equilibrium betwe e n
p o r ewater and rock in sedimentary basins is in most
cases justified due to low flow rates. Howeve r, it might
be strongly disturbed when episodic dewatering is in-
vo l ved and flow velocities are high in comparison to re-
action rates. Mineral precipitation within hy d r o f r a c-
tures takes place from fluids which cause fracturing.
This is facilitated by the fact that minerals will tend to
precipitate in the fracture as they are only subject to
pore pressure, whereas the same mineral in the rock
matrix may have a tendency to dissolve due to tectonic
stresses. Ascending cooling pore fluids may cause pre-
cipitation of quartz and dissolution of calcite as sili-
cates have low solubilities at low temperatures, wh e r e-
as carbonates show retrograde solubility. As fluid
pressure in the fracture decreases, a degassing of car-
bon dioxide may further facilitate carbonate precipita-
tion. 
Episodic fluid flow has been considered by Cath-
les and Smith (1983) as a possible process invo l ved in
the generation of MVT lead-zinc mineralizations in
N o rth America. Due to the reduced transport capaci-
ty of this fluid moving process, it is assumed that
episodic dewatering must occur repeatedly to account
for the extent of the observed mineralizations. T h e
model of episodic dewatering avoids the probl e m
pointed out by Deming and Nunn (1991) that eleva t-
ed heat flow from topogr a p hy driven advection is in-
c o m p a t i ble with the presence of mineralizing brines.
H oweve r, as stated before, consolidation implies a
closed flow system without recharge, and therefore
fluid and solute mass invo l ved in episodic dewa t e r i n g
is limited in its quantity.
A numerical experiment demonstrates the effect of
episodic dewatering and its capacity to transport
solutes. A sedimentary sequence with four hy d r o s t r a t i-
graphic units is defined (Fig. 8) with an ove rp r e s s u r e d
basal unit with hydraulic conductivities in the order of
10-7 m/s. Ove rpressure is defined through the ratio be-
t ween fluid pressure and total load ( l ) which is set to
0.65 in the experiment. The value of l at hy d r o s t a t i c
conditions at shallow depth is in the order of 0.4. Ove r-
lying unit 2 represents a low perm e a ble seal and sepa-
rates unit 1 from a perm e a ble layer at shallow depth,
unit 3. Fi n a l ly, unit 4 is low perm e a ble and defined by
hydrostatic conditions at its upper boundary. It is as-
sumed that at t=0 a ve rtical fracture zone opens a hy-
draulic connection between the ove rpressured basal
unit and the aquifer represented by unit 3. As the mod-
el is symmetrical with respect to the ve rtical fracture
zone, it is suff icient to simulate a halfspace and to situ-
ate the fracture zone at a boundary of the model. 
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the flow field at dif-
ferent stages of the dewatering process. The fracture zone
is located at the left boundary. Fluids start immediately
after opening of the fracture zone to be drained from the
ove rpressured unit 1 towards unit 3. Synchronously, fluid
pressures decrease in unit 1 and increase in unit 3. A f t e r
21,000 years fluid pressure in unit 1 has decreased to
about half of its initial value. Dewatering of unit 1 and in-
vasion of fluids in unit 3 continue.
In order to show the capacity for solute transport, a
c o n s e rva t ive tracer is placed in unit 1. Figure 10 show s
the evolution of solute concentration in response to ad-
ve c t ive transport. After 21,000 y solutes haven been mi-
grated into unit 3, and as dewatering is not finished ye t ,
solutes will continue to move furt h e r. The ex a m p l e
demonstrates that episodic dewatering from an ove rp r e s-
sured compartment may create considerable fluid and
solute transport, if the flow system provides suffi c i e n t
consolidational released fluids and if the flow event is
s u ffi c i e n t ly long termed. 
This experimental configuration might be applied to
natural rift basins, with unit 1 presenting perm e a ble early
syn-rift sediments, unit 2 less perm e a ble late syn-rift sed-
iments, and units 3 and 4 perm e a ble post-rift sediments
which create some ove rpressure due to consolidation in
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Figure 8. Hydrostratigraphic units for experiment involving
episodic dewatering of an overpressured compartment.
Figura 8. Unidades hidroestratigráficas consideradas en el ex-
perimento de pérdida episódica de fluidos de un compartimen-
to sometido a sobrepresión.
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Figure 9. Evolution of fluid pressure and flow field after connecting an overpressured compartment with a shallow aquifer.
Figura 9. Evolución de la presión de fluidos y del campo de flujo, después de conectar un compartimento sometido a sobrepresión con
un acuífero superficial.
the units below. The bounding fault zone may occasional-
ly be reactiva t e d, thereby draining ove rpressured fluids
from lower units and contributing to mineralization in the
rift-bounding faults and post-rift sediments. 
Seismicity induced f l ow
Fluid migration may also be related to pore fluid ex-
pulsion during seismic shocks. The hy d r o l ogic response
to these processes is often observed in the aftermath of
e a rt h q u a kes as changes in river discharge and in hy-
draulic head. These hydraulic effects often take place
over days and weeks. Muir- Wood and King (1993)
s h owed that the hydraulic response to eart h q u a kes de-
pends strongly on the tectonic setting. Whereas eart h-
q u a kes in distensive settings often show rising heads
and increased discharge, compressive settings show
less pronounced effects and occasional lowering in
heads and decrease of river discharge. Muir- Wood and
King (1993) assumed that, in distensive settings, pore
space is created due to accumulation of shear stress in
rocks prior to the eart h q u a ke. During the subsequent
e a rt h q u a ke pore space collapses and fluids are ex p u l s e d
t owards the land surface along the more conductive
zones of the affected rock body or along fault zones.
Some authors (Rojstaczer and Wolf, 1992) suggest an
increase in hydraulic conductivity due to creation of
n ew fractures as the cause for such changes, howeve r
the detailed study of hydraulic response in compressive
and distensive settings by Muir- Wood and King (1993)
underlines the predominance of the coseismic strain
process. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
D i fferent flow systems contribute to the transfer of
fluids, solutes and heat in sedimentary basins. To p ogr a-
p hy driven flow operates from a local to a regional scale
and provides high flow velocities with a significant ca-
pacity to transport solutes and heat in sedimentary
basins. To p ogr a p hy driven flow predominates in conti-
nental rift basins and basins which have been subaerally
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Figure 10. Transport evolution of a conservative tracer due to episodic fluid release from an overpressured compartment.
Figura 10. Evolución del transporte de un trazador conservativo desde un compartimento sometido a sobrepresión en el que se produ-
ce una pérdida episódica de fluido.
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exposed during tectonic inversion. Consolidation drive n
f l ow is caused by loading of compressible sediments and
results in an expulsion of interstitial pore fluids. In con-
trast to topogr a p hy driven flow, consolidational flow is
limited by the absence of a recharge process. Flow ve-
locities are in general several orders of magnitude below
t o p ogr a p hy driven flow, however consolidation is the
principal fluid moving process in all submarine sedi-
m e n t a ry basins. Flow velocities originated by consolida-
tion are lower than or similar to the sedimentation rate.
I m p o rtant effects of consolidation are the occurrence of
fluid ove rpressures in low perm e a ble sediments at high
sedimentation rates and the change of hydraulic proper-
ties due to the reduction of pore space. Although the ca-
pacity for transport of solutes and thermal energy is
c o m p a r a bly low, the ve rtical displacement of pore fluids
in the gr owing sedimentary column has important im-
plications on solute transport. Effects on heat flow are
n eg l i g i ble. In case that episodic dewatering from an
ove rpressured compartments occurs, flow velocities and
t r a n s p o rt capacity may be locally enhanced for a limited
period of time and contribute to the generation of local
mineralisation along fractured zones. T h e rmal conve c-
tion may generate elevated flow rates, however it is
p r o b a bly not a process that operates at a basin scale.
This is primarily due to the compensation of thermal re-
lated density contrasts from increasing solute concentra-
tions with depth, the existence of topogr a p hy or consol-
idation related hydraulic gradients and the heterog e n e i t y
of sedimentary deposits, which prevent the build up of
l a rge convection cells.
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A P P E N D I X
Equations for fluid flow, porosity dependent hy d r a u l i c
c o n d u c t ivity and sediment compressibility and solute
t r a n s p o rt .
The transient flow equation (1) with kx (f )= porosity
dependent hydraulic conductivity in x-direction using eq.
(3.2.2), a (f )= porosity dependent sediment compressibi-
l i t y, h= hydraulic head and f =porosity (deMarsily, 1986)
is solved for specified initial and boundary conditions.
( 1 )
The initial conditions in the model domain are de-
fined through hydrostatic pressure. In the episodic
fluid flow model, a depth-dependent ove rpressure is
d e f ined as initial condition in the entire model do-
main (2):
ht=0 = (ph- g z) + pf(z) ( 2 )
Consolidation is calculated assuming that total stress
is transformed into eff e c t ive stress acting between the se-
diment grains, and fluid pressure following Te r z a g h i ´  s
principle (3):
l o a d = e ff e c t ive + pf l u i d ( 3 )
As fluids are drained, the eff e c t ive stress increases and
fluid pressure is released at the same rate (eq. 4):
d e ff e c t ive + s pf l u i d =  0 ( 4 )
The equation of state for porosity ex p r e s s e s
changes of porosity as a function of the solid por-
tion of the sediment, fluid pressure change and po-
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rosity dependent sediment compressibilty a ( f )
(eq. 5):
d f /d t = (1- f ) (f ) d pf l u i d/ d t ( 5 )
and rearranging eq. 5 give s
d f /d pfluid = (1- f ) ( f ) ( 6 )
In order to express changes in hydraulic conductiv i t y
as a function of porosity the Ko z e ny - C a rman relation is
used (eq. 7) with S0= specific surface, µ = viscosity, r w =
density of pore fluid:
k = ( wg / 5S02 µ) ( f 3 / (1- f )2) ( 7 )
As hydraulic diff u s ivity is presumably constant du-
ring compaction (Bredehoeft and Hanshaw, 1968) a si-
milar function as the Ko z e ny - C a rman equation for hy-
draulic conductivity with c=constant can be used for
sediment compressibility (eq. 8):
= c ( f 3/ ( 1 - f )2) ( 8 )
Solute transport is calculated including diff u s ive, dis-
p e r s ive and adve c t ive transport and adsorption (eq. 9 with
D= coefficient of molecular diffusion, Rf= retardation
fa c t o r, w = tort u o s i t y, C= solute concentration, Dx, Dz =
c o e fficient of hydrodynamic dispersion in x- and z-direc-
tion, vx, vz= flow velocities in x- and z-direction):
D / ( Rf ) (( d 2C / d x2) + ( d 2C / d z2) )
+ (Dx(d 2C /d x2) + Dz(d 2C / d z2) ) / Rf
- (vx(d C /d x) + vz (d C / d z ) ) / R f
= d C / d t ( 9 )
